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About This Game

A long time ago was born the friendship between a cup of compote and a worm. They were the best friends and lived in The
Grand Forest. But one night aliens arrived in The Forest and stolen our worm, and took him into one of their portals. It’s time to

restore the balance in The Forest !
The game gonna put you face to face with lots of dangers on the way to save your friend. Saws, lasers, turtles and lots of other

things gonna make you enraged and break down your monitor screen. You name yourself a 'true gamer' ? Then take a chance to
play 'Night Forest' !
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Title: Night Forest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brimo Studio
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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far too hard. THIS GAME SUCKS. sooper dooper cool. Blatant carbon copy of Super Meat Boy without the polish, charm, or
quality.
Numerous issues including collision, audio resets, and lack of full controller support.
Art is inconsistent and seems to consist more of placeholders than original artwork.
There's a turtle model that looks like it came straight from a Google search.

Do not buy this game.. https://youtu.be/1fRcB0z4tfQ

The popular 'maso-core' platformer design is slowed down into to an utter crawl. Ladders replace wall jumping, run has been
removed and slow slippery platforms require long waiting periods.

The lack of visual polish is apparent with VFX and most animations being absent too.. Play this game in a room wich keeps the
sound inside,
you will die, and scream because of it,
but you wanna beat the level you struggle with
Everything has bin placed very well in the maps, well enough to trick you over and over again XD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIv2ww330qA
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